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Abstract— Provenance, the metadata that pertains to the
derivation history of a data product starting from its origi nal
sources, has become increasingly important in scientific workflow
environments. In many cases, both data products and their prove-
nance can be sensitive and effective access control mechanisms
are essential to protect their confidentiality. In this paper, we
propose i) a formalization of scientific workflow provenanceas the
basis for querying and access control; ii) a security specification
mechanism for provenance at various granularity levels andthe
derivation of a full security specification based on inheritance,
overriding, and conflict resolution rules; iii) a formaliza tion of
security views that are derived from a scientific workflow run
provenance for different roles of users; and iv) a framework
that integrates abstraction views and security views such that a
user can examine provenance information at different abstraction
levels while respecting the security policy prescribed forher. We
have developed the SecProv prototype to validate the effectiveness
of our approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In recent years, more and more scientists start to use
workflow technologies to automate the steps they need to go
through from raw datasets to potential scientific discovery. As
a result, scientific workflows have emerged as a new field to
address the new requirements from scientists [31], [33]. A
scientific workflow is a formal specification of a scientific
process, which represents, streamlines, and automates the
steps from dataset selection and integration, computationand
analysis, to final data product presentation and visualization.
A Scientific Workflow Management System (SWMS) supports
the specification, execution, re-run, and monitoring of scien-
tific processes [31], [34], [16], [22], [19], [43], [21].

Provenance management is essential for scientific workflows
to support scientific discovery reproducibility, result interpreta-
tion, and problem diagnosis [38], [10]; such a facility is usually
not necessary for business workflows. Provenance metadata
captures the derivation history of a data product, including the
original data sources, intermediate data products, and thesteps
that were applied to produce the data product. In many cases,
both data products and their provenance can be sensitive and
effective access control mechanisms are essential to protect
their confidentiality.

As an example, consider an intragenomic recombination
analysis scientific workflow shown in Fig. 1, which is sim-
plified from our original workflow that consists of over 50

workflow tasks [3]. For a given genome, this workflow takes
its protein sequences and identifies all its multi-gene families
(T1). A particular multi-gene family is then selected by the
user and its associated DNA sequences are retrieved (T2).
Then a recombination analysis is performed on the retrieved
sequences (T3), which consists of two steps: a multiple DNA
sequence alignment step (T4) and a gene conversion detection
step (T5); the later is implemented by an off-the-shelf program
GENECONV [37] with an input data file preparation step
(T6). As shown in the figure, a scientific workflow consists of
a set of workflow tasks, workflow inputs, workflow outputs,
and data channels that connect them. Each task represents a
computational or analytical step of a scientific process. A task
has input ports and output ports that provide the communica-
tion interface to other tasks. Tasks are linked together into
a workflow as an acyclic graph via data channels. During
workflow execution, tasks communicate with each other by
passing data via their ports through data channels. Finally,
a task can have an arbitrary number of input parameters
(special kind of input ports), which are used by a scientist
to configure its dynamic execution behavior. In the workflow,
p1, · · · , p8 are input parameters whose meanings are described
in the figure. The workflow is hierarchical: composite taskT3

consists of atomic taskT4 and composite taskT5, which in turn
consists of atomic tasksT6 andT7. Suppose both data products
and their provenance information are sensitive, we define
two roles, Postdoc and Ph.D. student. Postdoc can access
everything exceptp2, p4, p6, p8, o4, i5, and the dependency
induced by data channel fromo4 to i5; this is specified by a
“−” annotation on them.Ph.D. studentcan access everything
exceptp1, p3, p5, p7, o4, i5, and the dependency induced by
data channel fromo4 to i5 (now shown).

This workflow can be executed many times for different
genomes or for the same genome but with different param-
eter settings, resulting in vast amounts of data products and
provenance information. Fig. 2.(a) shows a sample scientific
workflow run of the workflow in Fig. 1. There are two kinds of
nodes: circles represent data products and rectangles represent
workflow task runs, which are labeled their workflow task run
identifier in the form ofTRi : T whereT is the identifier of
the task.

An edge from a data product to a task run represents a
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Fig. 1. An intragenomic recombination analysis scientific workflow.
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Fig. 2. Security view and secure abstraction view of a scientific workflow run.

consumerelationship, while an edge from a workflow task
to a data product represents aproducerelationship. Fig. 2.(a)
shows the most detailed workflow run provenance information
that will be recorded by a scientific workflow provenance
system. However, following our example, sincePostdoccannot
accessp2, p4, p6, p8, o4, i5, and the data channel fromo4

to i5, the most detailed provenance informationPostdoccan
access is shown in Fig. 2.(b), in which data productsd3,
d7, d10, d14, d11 andd11’s incoming and outgoing edges are
eliminated. Finally, since a user typically browses a workflow
run provenance at a particular abstraction level at a time, a
secure abstraction view of the above provenance is shown in
Fig. 2.(c) for Postdoc, in which TR5 : T5 is viewed as a
blackbox butTR3 : T3 is viewed as a composition ofTR4 : T4

andTR5 : T5.

Although many access control mechanisms have been pro-

posed for business workflows [7], [20], [4], [12], [2], [24],[1],
[11], [5], they are not suitable for scientific workflows since
business workflows are control-flow oriented while scientific
workflows tend to be dataflow oriented and provenance en-
abled [31]. In particular, existing access control mechanims for
business workflows cannot be used to restrict the access to the
dependency relationships between data products in scientific
workflow provenance; see more discussion in the related work
section.

The main contributions of this paper are: i) a formalization
of scientific workflow provenance as the basis for querying
and access control; ii) a security specification mechanism for
provenance at various granularity levels and the derivation of a
full security specification based on inheritance, overriding, and
conflict resolution rules; iii) a formalization of securityviews
that are derived from a scientific workflow run provenance for



different roles of users; and iv) a framework that integrates
abstraction views and security views such that a user can
examine provenance information at different abstraction levels
while respecting the security policy prescribed for her. We
have developed the SecProv prototype to validate the effec-
tiveness of our approach.

Organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II discusses related work. Section III presents a formal
model for scientific workflow provenance. In Section IV, we
present an access control mechanism for scientific workflow
provenance. Sections V and VI present the notion of secu-
rity view and provenance querying with security views and
abstraction views, respectively. The implementation details
and concluding remarks appear in Sections VII and VIII,
respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

The importance and requirements of security have been well
understood in business workflows [7], [20], [4], [12], [2], [24],
[1], [11], [5]. Much work has been done in authentication [32],
authorization [41], [8], [25], [35], [42], [29], data privacy,
and secure workflow models [27], [28], [6]. While process
integrity is ensured by constrained planning [8], [40], [18],
data confidentiality is often supported by integrating Role-
Based Access Control [36] in the enactment system [29],
[23], [27]. Security requirements can be either managed by
the workflow system itself [26], [30], or enforced outside of
the workflow engine [15].

While execution logs are maintained in business workflows,
a richer set of provenance information is collected and main-
tained in a scientific workflow management system for the pur-
pose of supporting scientific discovery reproducibility, result
interpretation, and problem diagnosis [38], [10]. Provenance
metadata captures the derivation history of a data product,
including the original data sources, intermediate data products,
and the steps that were applied to produce the data product.
The provenance management problem concerns about the
efficiency and effectiveness of collecting, storing, browsing,
querying, and visualization of scientific workflow provenance
metadata [14].

Although security issues for provenance have been iden-
tified by a couple of researchers [39], [13], these issues are
still open problems. While several access control mechanisms
have been proposed for business workflows [7], [20], [4], [12],
[2], [24], [1], [11], [5], they are not suitable for scientific
workflows since business workflows are control-flow oriented
while scientific workflows tend to be dataflow oriented and
provenance enabled [31]. More specifically, they cannot be
used for scientific workflow provenance protection because:
1) they do not support the restriction of access to the de-
pendency relationships between data products in scientific
workflow provenance; 2) they have not considered different
levels of workflow provenance, including workflows, tasks,
ports, data channels, and their containment and inheritance
relationships; 3) they have not considered the interactionof
access control and abstraction, the later is used for viewing

provenance at different abstraction level as scientific work-
flows can be hierarchical; and 4) they have not considered the
data channel constraint introduced by a scientific workflow
specification.

Most closely related to our work is the notion ofuser
views of scientific workflow provenance proposed in [17],
[9]. There are a number of major differences between their
work and our work. First, while user views are an effec-
tive abstraction tool for interpreting tremendous provenance
information such that a set of related workflow tasks and
thus corresponding provenance nodes are viewed as one unit,
a security view presents the portion of a provenance graph
to a user according to the access control policy prescribed
for the role of the user. Second, we integrate a fine-grained
(at the level of ports and data channels) Role-Based Access
Control into our authorization model for provenance access,
which considers the interaction between inheritance and data
channel constraint. Finally, we provide the first frameworkthat
integrates abstraction views and security views such that auser
can examine provenance information at different abstraction
levels while respecting the security view policy prescribed for
her.

III. SCIENTIFIC WORKFLOW PROVENANCE MODEL

In this section, we formalize a model for scientific workflow
provenance by defining the notions of atomic task, composite
task, task run, and workflow run provenance.

Definition 3.1 (Atomic task): Anatomic task is a tuple
(tid, IP , OP), wheretid is the unique identifier of the task,
IP = {i1, i2, ..., im} is the set of input ports of the task, and
OP = {o1, o2, ..., on} is the set of output ports of the task.
We usetid.ij and tid.ok to denote the input portij and the
output portok of the tasktid, respectively. ♦

Definition 3.2 (Composite task): Acomposite task(or sub-
workflow) is a tuple (wid, IP , OP , T , F ), wherewid is the
unique identifier of the composite task,IP = {i1, i2, ..., im}
is the set of input ports of the composite task,OP = {o1,
o2, ..., on} is the set of output ports of the composite task,T
is the set of constituent tasks of the composite task, each of
which is either atomic or composite, andF is the set of data
channel of the composite task with each(t1.oj , t2.ik) ∈ F
representing the data channel from output portoj ∈ t1.OP of
some taskt1 ∈ T to input portik ∈ t2.IP of some other task
t2 ∈ T . ♦

At the top level, a scientific workflow is also considered
as a composite task. A task might be used in several parts
of a scientific workflow or in an iteration construct. Such
a task might get executed multiple times in a particular
workflow execution. Each execution of a taskT is called a
task runand is assigned with a unique task run identifier in
the form of TRi : T ; see Fig. 2 for examples. At the top
level, a scientific workflow is considered as a composite task.
Therefore, a workflow run is a special case of a task run.
Each execution of a scientific workflow produces aworkflow
run provenance, which archives the derivation history of data
products, including the task runs that have contributed to



the data products. We formalize the notion of workflow run
provenance as follows

Definition 3.3 (Workflow run provenance): A workflow
run provenanceis a tuple (wrid, wid, D, T R, Consume,
Produce), wherewrid is the unique identifier of the workflow
run, wid is the identifier of the workflow thatwrid executes,
D is the set of all the data products consumed or produced by
the workflow run,T R is the set of all the task runs executed
in the workflow run with wrid ⊆ T R, Consumeis the
relationship set with each(d, tr.ij) ∈ Consumerepresenting
that input portij of task runtr ∈ T R consumed data product
d ∈ D during the workflow run,Produceis the relationship
set with each(tr.ok, d) ∈ Produce representing that output
port ok of task runtr ∈ T R produced data productd ∈ D
during the workflow run. ♦

Our workflow run provenance model captures provenance
at various levels of abstraction and granularity:Consumeand
Producedependency information are collected for all levels of
a composite task or workflow, and provenance is collected for
task runs, ports, and data channels (byConsumeandProduce).
Such a scientific workflow provenance model provides the
basis for querying and access control of provenance at different
levels of abstraction and granularity.

IV. SECURITY SPECIFICATION

In this section, we propose a Role-Based Access Control
for scientific workflow run provenance. Using our access
control, one can not only impose restriction on the access
to data products consumed and produced during a workflow
execution, but also impose restriction on the access to the
dependency relationships among the data products. When a
workflow is designed, a system security administrator provides
a security specification for each semantic role of users in
the system. We propose three levels of security specification,
namely,task level, port level, anddata channel level.

Task level security specification. At this level, an atomic
task, composite task, or a whole workflow, can be annotated to
be accessible (+) or inaccessible (−), meaning that all the data
products consumed and produced by an execution of the task
are accessible or inaccessible, respectively. For example, the
administrator may specify security annotations for all or some
of the tasks in the following way:<Task t, Role r, security
annotationa>, wherea can be either+ or −. We call a set of
such security annotations as atask level security specification
and denote it asTL. Any task that has no security annotation
in TL inherits the annotation of its nearest ancestor. At the
top level, the annotation of a whole workflow can be set to
a default annotation, either+ or −; we use+ as the default
annotation for a workflow in this paper. The annotation of a
task can be calculated by functiongetTaskSecAnnot defined
as follows:

01 Function getTaskSecAnnot
02 Input: Taskt, Roler, workflow specificationW , security specificationTL
03 Output: Task security annotation< t, r, a >
04 Begin
05 If there exists< t, r, a > ∈ TL, thenReturn < t, r, a >;
06 If t is a workflowW , thenReturn < t, r, + >; /*accessible by default*/

07 Let tp be a composite task that directly containst;
08 < tp, r, ap > = getTaskSecAnnot(tp ,r,W ,TL);
09 Return < t, r, ap >; /*inheritance from a parent in a task hierarchy*/
10 End Function

Intuitively, input and output ports inherit security annota-
tions of tasks that they belong to. We provide more details on
port security annotations in the following.

Port level security specification. At this level, an individual
port can be assigned to be accessible (+) or inaccessible (−),
meaning that all the data products consumed or produced by
this port from all workflow runs of the workflow are accessible
or inaccessible, respectively. For example, the administrator
may specify security annotations for all or some of the ports
in the following way:<Port p, Roler, security annotationa>,
wherea can be either+ or −. We call a set of such security
annotations as aport level security specificationand denote it
asPL. Any port that has no security annotation inPL inherits
the annotation of its owner task. For an unannotated port that
simultaneously belongs to a hierarchy of tasks, its annotation
is set to− if one of its owner task has an annotation of−
and set to+ otherwise; other derivation rules can be used
or user intervention can be incorporated from an interface.
The explicit annotation of a port inPL always overrides
the implicit security annotation inherited from a task thatthe
port belongs to. In summary, the annotation of a port can be
calculated by functiongetPortSecAnnot defined as follows:

01 Function getPortSecAnnot
02 Input: Port p, Roler, workflow specificationW , sec. specificationsTL andPL
03 Output: Port security annotation< p, r, a >
04 Begin
05 If there exists< p, r, a > ∈ PL, thenReturn < p, r, a >;
06 Let t1, t2, ..., tn be tasks that have portp;
07 < t1, r, a1 > = getTaskSecAnnot(t1 ,r,W ,TL),
08 < t2, r, a2 > = getTaskSecAnnot(t2 ,r,W ,TL), ...,
09 < tn, r, an > = getTaskSecAnnot(tn ,r,W ,TL);
10 If a1 = − or a2 = − or ... or an = −, thenReturn < p, r,− >;
11 Else Return < p, r, + >;
12 End Function

Data channel level security specification. At this level,
a data channel between two ports can be assigned to be
accessible (+) or inaccessible (−), meaning that a user is
revealed or unrevealed, respectively, that there exists a de-
pendency between a data product produced by one port and
a data product consumed by another port. For example, the
administrator may specify security annotations for all or some
of the data channels in the following way:<Data channel
(p1, p2), Roler, security annotationa>, wherea can be either
+ or −. We call a set of such security annotations as adata
channel level security specificationand denote it asDL. In
addition, we propose to use rules to derive security annotations
for data channels which have no assignments inDL. Such
rules are specified in a table that we denoteDLT . DLT is
searched for the first applicable rule that is used to derive a
security annotation for a data channel; if none of the rules is
applicable, either a default annotation,+ or −, or the user can
be prompted for choosing an annotation for the unannotated
data channel.

A sample tableDLT with two data channel security annota-
tion derivation rules is shown in Table I. The first rule derives



TABLE I

SAMPLE TABLE DLT

# Data channel security annotation derivation rulesDLT

1 ∀(p1, p2), < (p1, p2), r, + >/∈ DL, < (p1, p2), r, − >/∈ DL,
< p1, r, a1 >= getPortSecAnnot(p1 ,...),
< p2, r, a2 >= getPortSecAnnot(p2 ,...),
a1 = a2 = + ⇒ < (p1, p2), r, + >

2 ∀(p1, p2), < (p1, p2), r, + >/∈ DL, < (p1, p2), r, − >/∈ DL,
< p1, r, a1 >= getPortSecAnnot(p1 ,...),
< p2, r, a2 >= getPortSecAnnot(p2 ,...),
a1 = a2 = − ⇒ < (p1, p2), r,− >

the + annotation for any data channel(p1, p2) with both p1

and p2 having the annotation of+. The second rule derives
the − annotation for any data channel(p1, p2) with both p1

andp2 having the annotation of−. One can also change the
second rule to a derivation of a+ to allow the access of the
dependency induced by the data channel even though the ports
are not accessible. Note thatDLT is optional (can be empty)
for our security specification model and the presented rules
are only examples.

In summary, the annotation of a data channel can be
calculated by functiongetDataChannelAnnot defined as
follows:

01 Function getDataChannelSecAnnot
02 Input: Data channel(p1, p2), Roler, workflow spec.W ,
03 sec. specificationsTL, PL, DL, and tableDLT

04 Output: Data channel security annotation< (p1, p2), r, a >
05 Begin
06 If there exists< (p1, p2), r, a > ∈ DL, thenReturn < (p1, p2), r, a >;
07 Find the first (top-down search) ruleR in DLT that is applicable to(p1, p2)
08 If R is found, then apply it andReturn the result ofR application;
09 Else Return < (p1, p2), r, defaultvalue >; /* customizable default value */
10 End Function

The three defined functions, getTaskSecAnnot,
getPortSecAnnot, and getDataChannelSecAnnot,
answer the question of how full security specifications
for a workflow W can be derived from partial security
specificationsTL, PL, and DL for W , and rule table
DLT . In the following, we refer a tuple that includes
W , TL, PL, DL, DLT , and the three functions as a
security specificationS. Furthermore, we denotefull security
specification, that contains explicit security annotations for
all tasks, ports and data channels in a given workflow, asSF

and SF can be easily derived fromS. In Fig. 3, we show
security specificationS and full security specificationSF for
our sample intragenomic recombination analysis scientific
workflow W (see Fig. 1) and rolePostdoc. SF is represented
as a graph and is computed by calling the corresponding
functions on each task, port and data channel ofW .

Next, we address the important consistency problem of
security specifications.

Security specification consistency. We define the notion
of a security specification consistency in terms of consistency
constraints, such that the security specification isconsistent
if it does not violate any of the consistency constraints in
the system. The first consistency constraint that our model
supports is thedata channel constraint, which restricts that
the two ports connected by any data channel must have the

same security annotations, i.e.,∀(p1, p2), < p1, r, a1 >∈ SF ,
< p2, r, a2 >∈ SF , a1 = a2. The rationale for this constraint
is to avoid the unintentional permission of accessing a sensitive
data product in the situation in which the data product is
accessible via one port (with+ annotation) and inaccessible
via another port (with− annotation) of some data channel. It
is important to report such a situation to the system security
administrator to prevent the unauthorized data access. This is
the only mandatory constraint in our provenance access control
model.

Another kind of consistency constraints supported by our
model is the so calledseparation of duty constraints, which
restrict the exclusive choice of accessing two different ports.
For example, for some scientific workflow, it may be important
to ensure that if a user can access either portti.o or port tj .o,
but never both.

Our sample security specification (see Fig. 3) for the
intragenomic recombination analysis scientific workflow is
consistent, since the data channel constraint holds for each
data channel and we do not define any other constraints at this
point. When the system encounters an inconsistent security
specification that violates one or more of the consistency
constraints, the system security administrator is required to
either change the security specification or relax the constraints.

V. SECURITY V IEWS OFPROVENANCE

Our approach for enforcing security specification for sci-
entific workflow run provenance is based on the innovative
notion of security views. A security view of provenance is
a restricted view of the recorded scientific workflow run
provenance consisting of all and only the information that the
users are authorized to access.

Before we formalize and incorporate the security view
notion into our provenance model, consider the implicationof
security annotations of data channels and their associatedports
on the accessibility of provenance. A consistent specification
has four cases of security annotations for a data channel and
its associated ports as shown in Fig. 4; other cases lead to
inconsistent specifications due to the mandatory data channel
constraint. In the first case, both ports and the data channel
are annotated with+ (e.g., < o, r, + >, < i, r,+ >, <

(o, i), r, + >∈ SF ), and therefore, corresponding task runs,
data product, and their dependency should all be accessible.
In the second case, both ports are accessible but the data
channel is inaccessible. Therefore, we need to enforce that
although the data product is accessible, the dependency is
not. To achieve this, we introduce a copydc of data product
d but with a new unique data product ID. In this way, the
user is able to access the content of the product but not the
dependency; our approach does not prevent a user to infer
the dependency information by comparing the value ofd and
dc. In the third case, both ports are inaccessible while the
data channel is accessible, this implies that the data product
is not accessible but the dependency is. As our current model
does not permit a task run to be connected directly to another
task run, we replace the data product with a dummy data
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product dd with a new unique product ID to maintain the
dependency without authorizing the access to the data product
itself. Finally, in the fourth case, both the data channel and its
associated ports are inaccessible, this implies that both the data
product and dependencies are inaccessible. Therefore, both the
data product and its associated dependency edges are deleted
in the provenance to be returned to a user.

The security view of a workflow run provenance (wrid,
wid, D, T R, Consume, Produce) only includes a subset of
data products inD, as well as some data product copies and
some dummy data products. Similarly, subsets ofConsume
and Produceare preserved and augmented with relationships
for newly introduced data products (copies and dummies). In
the following, we outline the security view definition.
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Fig. 4. Implication of security annotations of a data channel and its associated
ports on provenance accessibility.

Definition 5.1 (Security view): Asecurity viewof a work-
flow run provenance is a tuple (r, wrid, wid, D′, T R,
Consume′, Produce′), that is derived from a workflow run
provenance (wrid, wid, D, T R, Consume, Produce) and a
consistent full security specificationSF for a user roler,
where

• D′ = Da ∪ Dc ∪Dd is the set consisting of:
(1) all the data productsDa ⊆ D consumed or produced
by the workflow run and eachd ∈ Da is accessible tor

via an accessible input or output portp, i.e., it is true that
< p, r, + >∈ SF and(d, tr.p) ∈ Consumeor (tr.p, d) ∈
Producefor sometr ∈ (T R ∪ {wrid}),
(2) data productsDc and eachd ∈ Dc is a copy of
some data productd′ ∈ Da, such thatd andd′ have the
same values but different identifiers, andd′ is consumed
and produced by accessible ports that are connected by
an inaccessible channel (see Case 2 in Fig. 4), i.e.,
(d′, tri.i) ∈ Consume, (trj .o, d

′) ∈ Produce, (trj .o, tri.i)
is a data channel,< i, r, + >∈ SF , < o, r, + >∈ SF ,
and< (o, i), r,− >∈ SF , and
(3) data productsDd and eachd ∈ Dd is a dummy
data product with a unique data product ID and eachd

corresponds to data productd′ ∈ D that is consumed
and produced by inaccessible ports connected by an
accessible channel (see Case 3 in Fig. 4), i.e.,(d′, tri.i) ∈
Consume, (trj .o, d

′) ∈ Produce, (trj .o, tri.i) is a data
channel,< i, r,− >∈ SF , < o, r,− >∈ SF , and
< (o, i), r, + >∈ SF .

• Consume′ = Consumea ∪ Consumed is the relationship
set consisting of (1) setConsumea which is the projection
of ConsumeoverDa and (2) setConsumed which is the
projection of Consumeover all the data products that
have corresponding dummy data products inDd and data
products inConsumed are substituted with their dummy
versions.

• Produce′ = Producea ∪ Producec ∪ Produced is the
relationship set consisting of (1) setProducea which
is the projection ofConsumeover (Da−Dc′), where
Dc′⊆ Da and eachd′ ∈Dc′ has a copyd ∈ Dc,
(2) setProducec which is the projection ofProduceover
Dc′ and data products inProducec are substituted with
their copies fromDc, and (3) setProduced which is
the projection ofProduceover all the data products that
have corresponding dummy data products inDd and data
products inProduced are substituted with their dummy
representatives.

♦

A sample security view for the intragenomic recombination



analysis scientific workflow run provenance andPostdoc’s
security specification (see Fig. 3) is shown in Fig. 2.(b).

VI. PROVENANCE QUERYING WITH SECURITY V IEWS

AND ABSTRACTION V IEWS

Composite tasks, or subworkflows, serve as an important
mechanism for abstraction. While exploring a workflow run
provenance, a user may be interested in data products that
have been produced or consumed by only certain task runs.
Therefore, an abstraction mechanism is needed to enable a
user to focus on only relevant provenance information. In
this section, we briefly outline the notion of abstraction views
and introduce a framework that integrates abstraction views
and security views, such that a user can examine provenance
information at different abstraction levels while respecting the
security specification prescribed for her.

We define anabstraction view specificationfor a scientific
workflow as a set of atomic and/or composite tasks of the
workflow that a user chooses as relevant. Then, anabstraction
view of provenance is a restricted view of the recorded
scientific workflow run provenance consisting of all and only
the information that is recorded for task runs that execute tasks
chosen in the abstraction view specification.

Thus, both security and abstraction views are restricted
views (like filters) of a workflow run provenance that include
restricted sets of data products, consume relationships, produce
relationships, and so forth. LetsvS

r (wr) andavA
u (wr) denote

operations that compute a security view of workflow run
provenancewr for role r and an abstraction view of workflow
run provenancewr for useru of role r, respectively, where
a security specificationS for r and an abstraction view
specificationA for u are given. Then, in our integration
framework, asecure abstraction viewfor useru with role r,
is defined assvS

r (avA
u (wr)) or avA

u (svS
r (wr)).

We outline three approaches to provenance querying with
security views and abstraction views. In the first, most nat-
ural one, a provenance queryq is evaluated over a secure
abstraction viewsvS

r (avA
u (wr)) of provenance. In the second

approach,q is evaluated over a workflow run provenancewr

and the result is filtered out based on security and abstraction
view specificationsS andA. In the last approach,q is rewritten
into a ‘security and abstraction view aware’ queryq′, andq′ is
evaluated overwr. For example, consider the following query
q issued by aPostdocuser: return task runs that produced
data productd15 (see Fig. 2). Using the first approach, we can
retrieveTR5 : T5 (see Fig. 2.(c)) directly as the result of the
query. Using the second approach, we can retrieveTR5 : T5,
TR7 : T7, andTR3 : T3 (see Fig. 2.(a)) and filer outTR7 : T7

and TR3 : T3, since the tasksT7 and T3 are not part of
thePostdoc’s abstraction view specification. Finally, using the
third approach, we can rewriteq to return task runtr that
produced data productd15, such thattr does not executeT7

or T3 and tr’s output port is accessible with respect to the
security specification.

VII. SECPROV PROTOTYPE

We developed the SecProv prototype to validate the ef-
fectiveness of our approach to secure provenance querying
with integrated security views and abstraction views. We used
Java and the JGraph library to implement a GUI for assign-
ing security and abstraction specifications and XSB Prolog
to implement algorithms for security and abstraction views
derivation. In Fig. 5, two screenshots of SecProv are presented.
In the upper one, an abstraction view specification is selected
(on the left) based on the task hierarchy of a workflow, such
that a chosen task is included in the specification along with
its sibling tasks, but not its ancestor or descendant tasks.A
workflow (on the right) is annotated at the levels of task, port,
and data channel to create a security specification. The lower
screenshot shows a secure abstraction view of a workflow
run provenance (on the right). A user can select different
abstraction levels from the left panel to examine different
abstraction views of the same workflow run provenance. Each
abstraction view issecure in the sense that only accessible
provenance information is returned to the user according to
the security policy specified for her at that abstraction level.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

In this work, we studied the problem of protecting scientific
workflow provenance, including both data products and their
provenance. First, we formalized scientific workflow prove-
nance that builds the basis for querying and access control.
Second, we proposed a security specification mechanism for
provenance at various granularity levels and the derivation of
a full security specification based on inheritance, overriding,
and conflict resolution rules. Third, we proposed the notion
of security views of provenance to serve as the mechanism
for enforcing security specification for scientific workflowrun
provenance. Fourth, we studied a framework that integrates
abstraction views and security views such that a user can
examine provenance information at different abstraction levels

(a) Abstraction view specification (on the left) and security specification (on the right)

(b) Sample secure abstraction view of provenance

Fig. 5. Screenshots of SecProv.



while respecting the security policy. Finally, we developed
the SecProv prototype to validate the effectiveness of our
approach. Currently, we are working on the design of algo-
rithms to efficiently derive security views of provenance and
would like to incorporate our findings into our provenance
management system ProvRDF.
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